
 

Mongoose Kos Kruiser Serial Number

Serial number legend goes something like this: A is for the month. Be on the lookout for this designation. The only on that
wasn't in use was A for January. B is for the second month. C is for the third month. D is for the fourth month. E is for the
fifth month. F is for the sixth month. G is for the seventh month. H is for the eighth month. I is for the ninth month. J is for
the tenth month. K is for the eleventh month. L is for the twelfth month. Coaster bike factory hit the ground running in the

early 1980s with the mad new Honda XL series. Thing was the frames were based on the many successful and well
received 1976 BMX frames. The only thing missing was the number on the dropouts. In the short run (which was a while)
their only BMX frames were the ones with no numbers in the dropouts. From there the number vanished for a good half-

dozen years before disappearing completely. An old school BMX bike a pattern by which to identify a given model of bike.
The serial numbers were in the traditional style with a letter, a number, and a date. The letters A-E were not used and the

numerals that were used made no sense. Look for a one-letter designation followed by the letter Y. For example, a
YF5010A-1 is most likely a 1980 frame. mongoose was the company that produced a line of BMX frames built in the mid
1980's. from the early models it could be assumed they where a "pro" line produced on the same machines as sevelle,
lloyd, foster, pacific etc etc. As bikes were built to serial numbers and with this in mind it makes sense that mongoose

produced their frames to an as well. These were "pro" bikes built on a bespoke frame that would have been produced in
limited numbers and subsequently passed through a very small number of distributors. This bikes date from the mid 80's

and will have a serial number higher than F155000, with the model year 1982 a serial from the bottom of the frame
bracket reads: "B"80-82. (example shown below). Each model was named after the color and had a specific number of

model year. F155000 is a basic red bike.
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Mongoose Kos Kruiser Serial Number

as for the set number, the first mongoose with a 5-digit serial number was the kos kruiser, which started in 1972. the
serial numbers on the kos kruisers are followed by a s. some of the kruisers had the letters k, a, b, c, or d instead of a s.
this was a result of the kos-manufacturing company being purchased by psco in 1972, which had a different numbering

system for bikes. in 1973, the s was replaced with a capital h, and the s became optional. if there is no h above the serial
number, the bike is either a 1975 or 1976 model. if the bike has an s and h above the serial number, the bike is a 1975 or
1976 model. if the bike has an s and a number, it's a 1977 model. an h with a number means it's a 1978 model. a k with a
number means it's a 1979 model. a k with an h is a 1980 model, and so on. sometimes a bike has the letter k above the
serial number, but this is just a mistake. check the serial number if you are not sure of the model year. don't confuse the
kos-manufacturing serial numbering system with the karat serial numbering system that mongoose used on later models.
the kos-manufacturing bikes used a karat serial numbering system, but the mongoose bikes continued to use the five-digit

serial number. while you are looking at the serial number, pay attention to the chrome. if you see the letter c above the
five-digit serial number, the bike is a 1972 model. if the bike has no c above the serial number, then it's a 1973 model. if
the bike has the letter k above the serial number, it's a 1974 model. if the bike has the letter k above the serial number,

it's a 1974 model. if the bike has the letter s above the serial number, it's a 1975 model. if the bike has the letter h above
the serial number, it's a 1976 model. if the bike has an s and h above the serial number, it's a 1977 model. if the bike has
an h above the serial number, it's a 1978 model. if the bike has an h and k above the serial number, it's a 1979 model. a k

above the serial number is a 1980 model. a k and h above the serial number is a 1981 model, and so on. 5ec8ef588b
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